
Goal: 

Workout:

8-week obstacle course prep

Cardio - Invervals

Program Notes:

Week 1: 30% of total race distance, Week 2: 40% , Week 3: 60%, Week 4: 70%, Week 5: 80%,  Week 6: 90%, Week 7: 80%, Week 8: Race week!
*If the race is over 13 miles, make your third cardio day no more than 1 hour of running total., but follow these percentages otherwise.

Performing %
of total race
distance

Running as
much as
possible

NA The goal here is to replicate what you will be doing at the event, so try to use a similar
terrain and pace

20 Minutes 20 sec sprint/
40 sec walk NA

Performing %
of total race
distance

Running as
much as
possible

NA The goal here is to replicate what you will be doing at the event, so try to use a similar
terrain and pace

Duration Interval Rest Notes
Cardio Session - Day 1/3

Cardio Session - Day 2/3

Cardio Session - Day 3/3



Goal: 

Workout:

At the start of this program, you will be at the lower end of the ranges, and it is expected by the end of the 8 weeks, you are
ready for your race, and have moved to the highest end of the ranges provided.

Cardio of choice 3-5 minutes

n/a 1 0 sec

Bear crawl 30 sec
Inchworms w/ push-up 8
Dowel rod chest stretch 8 passes
High plank w/ shoulder taps 30 sec
Banded lateral walks 20 each
Cat/cow 8

Bench press 10-12
65-75% of 1 rep

max 4-5 90-120 sec Bringing the bar all the way down
to the chest

10 Minimal
assistance

3 sets (first 4
weeks), 4 sets

(second 4
weeks)

45 sec

You can use monster bands, or a
pull-up machine here

Seated dumbbell overhead
press 10 Heavy for 10

reps

Sled push 45 sec
3

30 sec
Use heavy plyo boxes if no sled

Kettlebell swings 45 sec

Bear crawl Down & back 2x Bodyweight
3

30 secBanded biceps curls 15 Heavy band Slow on the way down

Pull-ups (minimal assistance)

Heavy for 45
Heavy for 45 Rapid deadlifts if not comfortable

8-week obstacle course prep

Day #1

Program Notes: 

Exercise Reps Weight Sets Rest Notes
Warm-up

Exercise #1

Superset #1

Superset #2

Superset #3



Goal: 

Workout:

At the start of this program, you will be at the lower end of the ranges, and it is expected by the end of the 8 weeks, you are
ready for your race, and have moved to the highest end of the ranges provided.

Cardio of choice 3-5 minutes

1 0 sec

Bear crawl 30 sec
Inchworms w/ push-up 8
Walking lunge w/ twist 8 each
Frog jumps 8
Prying squat 30 sec
Cat/cow 8

Back squats 10-12
65-75% of 1 rep

max 4/5 90-120 sec Low bar or high bar is fine here

Barbell hip thrusts 10-12 Heavy for # of
reps

3-4 45 sec

Pausing at the top of each rep for 1
sec

Single arm bent over row 12 each Heavy for 12
reps

Tire flips or heavy slam ball 6-8 flips/slams Heavy
3

30 sec
Maintain proper form

Box jumps 10-12 Challenging

8-week obstacle course prep

Day #2

Program Notes: 

Exercise Reps Weight Sets Rest Notes
Warm-up

Exercise #1

Superset #1

Superset #2



Date:

Workout:

At the start of this program, you will be at the lower end of the ranges, and it is expected by the end of the 8 weeks, you are
ready for your race, and have moved to the highest end of the ranges provided.

Cardio of choice 3-5 minutes

1 0 sec

Hip airplane 8 each side
Single leg glute bridges 8 each side
Bird dog 8 each
Prying squat 30 sec
Dowel rod chest stretch 8 passes
Dynamic "Y" against wall 8

Full cleans 8-10

Moderate
weight for # of

reps
3-4 90-120 sec

Do power cleans if injuries prevent
you from getting into the bottom

of the squat

Squat thrusters 8-10
Moderate

weight for # of
reps 3-4 45 sec

TRX rows/inverted rows 10 As horizontal
as possible

Narrow pull-ups 6-8
3

30 sec

Taking it really slow on way down
Triceps extensions 12 Can be banded or with cable
Wall ball or burpees 12 Moderate

As little assistan
Moderate

8-week obstacle course prep

Day #3

Program Notes: 

Exercise Reps Weight Sets Rest Notes
Warm-up

Exercise #1

Superset #1

Circuit #1



Goal: 

Workout:

At the start of this program, you will be at the lower end of the ranges, and it is expected by the end of the 8 weeks, you are
ready for your race, and have moved to the highest end of the ranges provided.

Cardio of choice 3-5 minutes

1 0 sec

Hip airplane 8 each side
Single leg glute bridges 8 each side
Bird dog 8 each
Prying squat 30 sec
Banded scapular retraction 15 Or scapular push-ups
High plank w/ shoulder taps 30 sec

Barbell/trap bar deadlifts 10-12
65-75% of 1 rep

max 4-5 90-120 sec

Barbell bent over row 10-12 Heavy for 12
reps

3-4 45 sec
Rowing the bar in to belly button

Box jump burpees 8-10 Tall box for # of
reps Jumping off box & into burpee

Ruck/weighted vest step-ups 10 each side Race weight
3

30 sec
Can use free weights if no vest

Ruck/vest army crawl 30 sec Race weight Double time if no weight

8-week obstacle course prep

Day #4

Program Notes: 

Exercise Reps Weight Sets Rest Notes
Warm-up

Exercise #1

Superset #1

Superset #2


